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Perturbations
Perturbation effects open ways to observe dark states (with small 
transitions moments) on optically more accessible bright states. The 
spectroscopically dark states can be  dynamically active and they can play 
an important role in energy flow processes governing intra- and 
intermolecular energy redistribution 
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C2
 role not well understood in contrast to other diatomic OH, 
CH
                more reactive than                    (diff: 700 cm-1)
molecular build-up reactions in flames (not included in present 
combustion models)
relative importance of                and                 not etablished
chemistry of excited C2
*? (chemiluminescence is important to 
characterize combustion, i.e. local stochiometry, heat release, 
low-cost sensors for active combustion control)
highly localized: flame front marker as CH but in a different 
wavelength range
distinguish four C2 species: 
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double-resonant four-wave mixing
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Discharge source
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Perturbation
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Example: Deperturbation of the v'=4 level
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Deperturbation by TC-RFWM
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Deperturbation by TC-RFWM  
Spectral simplification by intermediate level labeling provides a 
powerfool tool to assign complex one-color spectra 
High dynamic range up to S/N of 109 allows observation of the extremely 
weak perturbing levels
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Measured energy levels
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Quintet Character
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Gateway Mediated
 Intersystem Crossing
of C2 by Two-Color 
Resonant Four-
WaveMixing
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PFOODR by UNFOLDED TC-RFWM
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Measured Energy Levels
T, B, A, , o, D λ
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Ab initio: MRCI + Davidson and Core-Valence
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Summary
Double-resonance investigations by Two-Color 
Resonant Four-Wave Mixing is advantageous to 
disentangle complex spectra:
● Characterization of perturbations in  C2 (and C3)
● Observation of dark states
● Intersystem crossing via gateway states to 
investigate states that cannot be accessed by direct 
optical transitions due to the stringent              
selection rule
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